The relative entropy between very high energy localized excitations and the vacuum, where both states are reduced to a spatial region, gives place to a precise definition of a local temperature produced by vacuum entanglement across the boundary. This generalizes the Unruh temperature of the Rindler wedge to arbitrary regions. The local temperatures can be read off from the short distance leading terms in the modular Hamiltonian. For free scalar and fermion fields they have a universal geometric expression that follows by solving a particular eikonal type equation in Euclidean space. This equation generalizes to any dimension the holomorphic property that holds in two dimensions. For regions of arbitrary shapes the local temperatures at a point are direction dependent. We compute their explicit expression for the geometry of a wall or strip.
Introduction
Recently there has been a growth of interest in the study of modular Hamiltonians (see for example [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] ). The importance of this operator is due to its use in different disciplines of theoretical physics like quantum information, quantum field theory, condensed matter and quantum gravity. One of the applications to quantum information arises in the fact the modular Hamiltonian is related to the relative entropy, which measures the distinguishability between quantum states. Moreover, in condensed matter, for example, its spectrum is useful to identify topological states [7] , and from the quantum gravity point of view the modular Hamiltonian is involved in the first law of entanglement [8] , which is a generalization of the first law of thermodynamics to non-equilibrium systems. It was shown that from the first law one can obtain the linear Einstein equations in a holographic theory [9, 10] . In addition, the modular Hamiltonian was used to understand the Bekenstein bound as well as prove other entropy bounds arising from black hole physics [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] . In quantum field theory, it is part of the Tomita-Takesaki theory that plays an important role in the structure of the algebraic axiomatic approach [19, 20] .
The modular Hamiltonian H V arises from writing the reduced density matrix ρ V of the vacuum on a region V , in a thermal-like form, ρ V = c e −H V .
(1.1) for accelerated observers [22] . These observers have time evolution dictated by the boost generator and accordingly can identify the vacuum state as a thermal state with respect to this evolution operator.
In [23] a generalization of Unruh temperature suitable to arbitrary regions was proposed. This comes from a reinterpretation of Unruh temperature in terms of the relative entropy, and is directly related to the structure of local terms in the modular Hamiltonian. The relative entropy between two states ρ V , ρ 1 V (in the same region) is given by
where ∆ H = tr(ρ 1 V H V ) − tr(ρ V H V ) is the variation in expectation values of the modular Hamiltonian and ∆S = S 1 − S is the difference in the entanglement entropies. Taking as ρ 1 a localized high-energy excitation above the vacuum state around a point x ∈ V the difference in entanglement entropies is negligible with respect to ∆ H , and the relative entropy in half-space is given by 4) where E is the excitation energy and β(x) = 2πx 1 (1.5) is the coefficient of T 00 in (1.2); it coincides with the inverse Unruh temperature for the accelerated observer passing through the point with coordinate x 1 .
Relative entropy measures the distinguishability between states. More precisely, the probability of confounding the two states after N judiciously chosen experimental measures declines with N as e −S rel N [24] . In the present case, one can roughly say that there is a probability ∼ e −S rel of finding the excitation in the vacuum. As the entropy is small, this is given by the Boltzmann factor e −H corresponding to the modular Hamiltonian. The measurements to differentiate the two states have to be done inside the region V , including its causal domain of dependence. In this sense, Unruh temperature arises because the vacuum cannot be perfectly distinguished from the excitation with a finite number of measurements involving the restricted class of operators at disposal in V .
1 This is a direct consequence of entanglement between V and the rest of the space. The Unruh-de Witt accelerated detector interacting with vacuum fluctuations is a particular convenient and optimal experiment that one can do inside the Rindler wedge to measure this temperature. For other regions one has to resort to other kind of experiments to measure relative entropy.
In [23] it was noticed that relative entropy monotonicity implies that for a general region and quantum field theory we also have an analogous expression for the relative entropy between the vacuum and a localized high momentum excitation
That is, the relative entropy scales with the energy of the excitation, but now, in contrast to the case of the Rindler wedge, we have an inverse temperature β that might also depend on the direction of the excitation momentum. In this case, the local structure of the modular Hamiltonian cannot be given exclusively in terms of the energy density operator, while still has to have the same scaling dimensions. 2 We call β(x,p) −1 to the local temperature corresponding to the directionp. High β or, low temperature, corresponds to higher distinguishability.
We argued in [23] that there is some degree of universality in these local temperatures and that the answer should be dictated essentially by the geometry. In order to compute these temperatures we have to study the local part of the modular Hamiltonian. This is in a certain sense the opposite limit to the one pertaining to the first law of entanglement. This later gives ∆ H V = ∆S for small deviation, low distinguishability, between the states. Here we are interested in the limit of high distinguishability and high relative entropy.
In the present paper we build on our previous work and study the local temperatures and the local part of the modular Hamiltonian in d dimensions for free fields. We first write the general form of the spectrum of the modular Hamiltonian in a novel fashion in terms of solutions of the field equations in Euclidean space with some multiplicative boundary conditions in V . Then, we use an eikonal approximation to write these solutions. This captures the relevant physics of the problem and allows us to write the local terms of H for free scalar and fermion fields in a simple way. These are given in terms of the solutions of a purely geometric "eikonal" problem involving two orthogonal gradient fields A and B of the same modulus. In d = 2 these become the Cauchy-Riemann equations for holomorphic functions. We show the local inverse temperatures are given by the modulus of these vectors on the points of V .
The eikonal problem, and the local temperatures, are the same for free scalar and fermions of any mass. As an example, we compute the local temperatures for a strip-like region, and find the explicit expression for β(x,p). This is indeed dependent on direction.
Spectrum of the modular Hamiltonian for free fields
We take a compact spatial region V at x 0 = 0. We write the vacuum reduced density matrix as
where H is the modular Hamiltonian andV is the complement of V . For free fields, H is quadratic in the fields, and then it is determined by certain numerical kernels (see for example the review [26] ). In order to understand the local structure of these modular Hamiltonians one needs a handle into the spectrum of these kernels. This essentially amounts to diagonalize the field correlator kernels inside V . This is an integral equation problem and it is not easy to manage even in the high energy limit we are interested in this paper. For this reason we will find convenient to transform the kernel eigenvalue problem into another equivalent one which corresponds to find solutions of the field equations in d-dimensional Euclidean space with multiplicative boundary conditions on the (d − 1)-dimensional region V . In this section, we explain this relation for scalar and fermion fields. With this result in hand, in the next section we will be in position to use an eikonal approximation to the eigenvector problem in Euclidean space to find the structure of the local terms in the modular Hamiltonian.
The scalar field
We will consider the theory of a free scalar field in d dimensions. This field satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation and the equal time commutation relation [φ( x), π( y)] = iδ (d−1) ( x − y) with π( x) := ∂ 0 φ( x). The modular Hamiltonian for a spatial region V is given as a quadratic expression [26, 27] 
The kernels are given in terms of the equal time correlators
3)
Restricting the range of x and y to V , these define two integral operators in V , which we call for simplicity X and P . Defining C := √ XP , we have [26] ,
In order to solve the spectrum of X and P as kernels in V , let us first consider a function S(x) satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation in the Euclidean space
everywhere except at the (d − 1)-dimensional region V . On V , we impose the boundary conditions
Further, we require the regularity condition at infinity 9) and demand that |S| remains bounded at the boundary of the region V . This last condition gives the right uniqueness class of the solutions (see Appendix A) to treat the density matrix of the vacuum state [26] . Additional solutions exist with divergences for x → ∂V , but these are related to problems where a magnetic vortex is placed on the boundary. We define M := R d − V for the region in the Euclidean plane where (2.7) is satisfied. Consider now the Euclidean Green function G S for the scalar field in the full Euclidean space without the cut at V , 10) where p·x = p µ x µ is the Euclidean scalar product. The scalar Green function (2.10) satisfies the inhomogeneous equation
Combining (2.7) and (2.11) we have the current 12) which is conserved everywhere in M except at the coincident points x = y where,
Integrating this equation on M we obtain from Stokes theorem
where we drop the boundary contribution at infinity since the Green function (2.10) vanishes exponentially at infinity. Using the boundary condition (2.8) we simplify (2.14) to get 15) which gives us the function S(x) on the Euclidean plane from the values of the function and its time derivative on the region V . Now, we are going to take the limit of (2.15) when x goes to V from above, that is x → (0 + , x) ∈ V with y ∈ V . We use 20) and replacing (2.16-2.17) in (2.15), we get
An analogous equation follows from taking a ∂ x 0 derivative in (2.15) before taking the limit,
From here v λ ( x) and u λ ( x) are eigenvectors of P X and XP respectively. We have in short notation
Since the product XP has eigenvalues in (1/4, ∞) [26] , it follows that λ > 0. However, λ and λ −1 give place to the same eigenvectors, except for a global sign change on v λ . This is due to the time reflection symmetry of the problem. Hence, we can restrict to λ ∈ (0, 1). We write this introducing a new parameter s as
Owing to possible degeneracies parametrized by an index k, from now we will name the solutions as u k s and v k s . Moreover, as shown in the Appendix A, the solutions are uniquely determined by the asymptotic behaviour at the vicinity of the boundary ∂V . We expect d − 2 degeneracy parameters, and on top of that, we expect some finite labels if ∂V has more than one connected components.
Since XP and P X are not self-adjoint operators, we have that the basis 5 {u 27) where the δ(k − k ) over the variables k, k may include a discrete part. Using the solutions to the "eigenvalues" problems (2.21) and (2.22), we can easily decompose the operators X, C and P as
28)
29)
This is the desired result relating the spectral decomposition of the kernels X and P in the (d − 1)-dimensional region V with the solutions of the d-dimensional Klein-Gordon equation through (2.19-2.20) . Notice the eigenvalues of the kernels are mapped to the factor in the boundary condition on V (eq. (2.8)).
Replacing these formulae into (2.5) and (2.6), we finally obtain the following expressions for the modular Hamiltonian kernels N and M N ( x, y) = dk
To summarize, in this section we have shown that solving the Klein-Gordon equation in Euclidean space with the multiplicative boundary condition (2.8) we can construct the eigenfunctions u k s and v k s which diagonalize the correlators (2.4) as kernels in the region V . These eigenfunctions are related to boundary values of the Klein-Gordon solution and its derivative on the cut. Using that, we can easily obtain the modular Hamiltonian (2.2) in term of these eigenfunctions as we expressed in (2.31-2.32).
The Dirac field
In this section, we will apply to the Dirac field the same idea used above for the case of a scalar field. This field satisfies the Dirac equation and the equal time anti-commutation relations {ψ( x), ψ
2 . Now, the modular Hamiltonian can be written as
where the Hamiltonian kernel H( x, y) can be expressed in terms of the correlator matrix kernel
We now consider the Dirac equation in Euclidean space. 6 The spinor field S(x) satisfies
everywhere except at the region V , where we also impose the same multiplicative boundary conditions with factor λ used for the scalar field (2.8). The solution must vanish at infinity and, in addition, l 1/2 S(x), where l is the distance from x to the boundary of the region ∂V , has to remain bounded as x → ∂V [26] .
We also take the Euclidean Green function G D for the Dirac field in the full space without the cut,
The Dirac Green function (2.37) satisfies the relation G D (ξ) = G † D (ξ) and the inhomogeneous equation
Combining (2.36) and (2.38) we have the current
which is conserved everywhere in M = R d − V except at the points y = x where,
Here we are using the Euclidean version of the gamma matrices which satisfies {γµ, γν } = 2δµν 1 n×n and are related to the Minkowski gamma matrices as γ 0
where we drop the boundary contribution at infinity since the Green function (2.10) vanishes exponentially at infinity. Using the boundary condition (2.8) we simplify (2.41) into
which gives us the function S(x) on the Euclidean plane from its values on V . Taking the limit x → (0 + , x) ∈ V with y ∈ V , and using
we get
That is, the boundary value of the spinor S(x) plays the role of eigenvector of the correlator kernel on V .
Since eigenvalues of C( x − y) are restricted to (0, 1) (see [26] ) the range of possible λ is λ ∈ (−∞, 0). Then, the allowed range for the boundary condition factor is the negative numbers, in contrast to the scalar case for which λ > 0. We can write equivalently
Notice s and −s now give two independent eigenvectors of the kernel C(x − y). They correspond to timereflected solutions of the Euclidean problem,
where M is the matrix given time inversion symmetry, determined by the relations M γ *
where k identifies the different solutions with the same s.
Since, in this case, the kernel C is a self-adjoint operator 7 we can choose the eigenfunctions {u
The correlator kernel writes
Finally, using this formula and (2.35) we obtain the following expression for the Hamiltonian kernel H
Eikonal approximation and local temperatures
In general it is a difficult problem to find solutions of the wave equation with the specified boundary conditions on V . However, here we are interested in the eigenvectors of the modular Hamiltonian kernels for the sake of understanding the local terms around a point, that is, how these kernels behave in the limit x ∼ y. This allows us to simplify the problem in the following terms. First we can see the local terms are naturally related to the high frequency limit of the solutions. This in turn implies we have to look at the spectrum for the limit of large multiplicative factor, |s| 1. A simple exact example can illustrate this fact. Consider the case of a massless Dirac field in d = 2 for n intervals. The solutions are of the form [28] 
where g k (x 1 ) is some smooth, non oscillatory pre-factor, and
Here (l i , r i ), i = 1, · · · , n are the different non-intersecting intervals. It is evident that, when these solutions are inserted into (2.50), and we look at the x ∼ y limit of the kernel, we will need only the large s limit in the Fourier integral. The result will depend essentially on the function w(x), since the pre-factors are fixed to give the correct normalization for the local "plane wave" type contribution. We get that the local temperatures are given exclusively in terms of the phase factor by [28] β(x 1 ) = 2πw (
As argued in [23] , the limit of large s can be understood as a limit of large angular momentum for the angular variable describing the transition from one side of the cut to the other. Hence, this limit is one of large gradients for the solutions S, and we can use an eikonal approximation. In this approximation the mass of the field becomes irrelevant since it is much smaller than the typical kinetic energies involved [23] .
This eikonal limit will allows us to extract a universal geometric prescription for the local temperatures. Notice that even if we are making an approximation for the solutions, this approximation becomes exact for the large s limit, and the result for the local temperatures will then be exact, since these are defined for the limit of high energy-small size excitations.
Scalar field
Therefore we want to solve the Euclidean Klein-Gordon equation (2.7) for large s. In the spirit of the eikonal approximation we write
is a normalization factor of polynomial order in s. Applying the equation of motion (2.7) to this parametrization of the solution we get
Keeping only the leading terms for large s we get
Since the function α could be (and must be) complex valued, we have non trivial solutions for this last equations. Writing
with a and b real valued functions we can rewrite (3.6) as
with boundary conditions (see (2.8))
We see a and b are defined up to an additive constant. Given a solution α = a+ib of these equations the complex conjugate α * = a − ib also gives a solution for the same value of s. Likewise, changing a(
also gives a solution of the same problem. This leaves the asymptotic behaviour of α near ∂V unchanged. Then they represent approximate solutions for S with the same asymptotic behaviour and by uniqueness (see the discussion around eq. (A.9) in the Appendix A) we expect they represent the same solution of the eikonal problem, up to an additive constant,
This implies in particular that the gradient ∇a is orthogonal to V and ∇b is parallel to V . Without loss of generality we can fix a(0 + , x) = 0, a(0 − , x) = 2πs, for x ∈ V . Factoring out a linear s dependence, this system can be written in terms of two vector fields A(x) = s −1 ∇a(x) and B(x) = s −1 ∇b(x) in R d , that are continuous outside ∂V , and obey
13)
A · B = 0 , (3.14)
where ξ 1 = (1, 0, · · · , 0), and ξ 2 is a unit outward-pointing vector normal to ∂V and ξ 1 , and δ
∂V is the delta function on ∂V .
8 Eq. (3.15) just means that the circulation of A around ∂V in the positive time direction is 2π. The previous discussion (3.12) also implies that, writing T for the time inversion matrix in R d ,
These are the eikonal equations. Geometrically, a and b are two orthogonal coordinates in R d , and a is an angular coordinate that goes from 0 to 2πs between the two sides of the cut. In addition, the gradients of the two coordinates have equal modulus.
Eigenfunctions and normalization
Suppose that we have solutions (A k , B k ) of this system parametrized with the multi-index k = (k 1 , . . . , k d−2 ), in some domain k ∈ K. We expect in d dimensions, a degeneracy in the eigenspace of solutions which could be labeled with d − 2 parameters k i . In general, according to the discussion in the Appendix A, we expect these parameters to label momentum variables associated to the description of ∂V ; they will be continuous for unbounded boundaries and discrete for bounded ones, additional discrete labels may occur for multiple component regions. For simplicity of notation, in what follows we will work with continuum variables k i .
In terms of these functions, we can write
where x * is a fixed arbitrary point and the integrals on the exponent are line integrals of any path which connects x * to x. 9 For convenience we set x * ∈ V . From this, and considering that A = 0 for x ∈ V , we get the eigenfunctions of the kernels on V as
where we have written A 
The scalar product of the eigenfunctions
should be normalized to give
This would be the case for the exact solutions; in the eikonal approximation, due to the large exponents involved and in order to get the right coefficient of delta function, we can approximate the exponential factor with its Taylor series on
We define d − 1 functions
which are O(1) in the eikonal parameter s. We assume we can invert the above functions in the region W ⊆ V where the eikonal functions are non vanishing,
where Σ ∈ R d−1 is the domain where these new variables are defined (thus, the range of the functions σ i ). After making the change of variables (3.26), the formula (3.24) becomes 27) where J is the Jacobian determinant of the change of variables matrix (3.26)
and we have the relations
The fact that the functions u k s , v k s , are orthogonal, shows that the pre-factors g k satisfy 30) where the overall normalization has been chosen such that (2.48) holds. Notice A k 0 should be always positive on V .
Then, except for a point dependent O(1) phase which is not relevant for the applications we have in mind, in the eikonal approximation, the appropriately normalized functions u k s and v k s can be chosen as
Local terms in the modular Hamiltonian
Now, using the formulae (2.31-2.32) we calculate the kernels N and M of the modular Hamiltonian in the local limit. We write the two variables of the kernels as x , y , where we look at the limit x ∼ y and both these variables are in a small neighborhood of a point x that we take fixed. For N , we have
where in the second line we set ∆ x = x − y , with |∆ x | small, and neglected factors of ∆ x everywhere except in the exponent, since we are looking for the leading local term. Next, keeping in mind we are looking at a neighborhood of a point x, we make a change of variables (at fixed x) (s,
whose Jacobian determinant is
e., because of the relations (3.29), it is proportional to the expression (3.28). Then, for the local term of the kernel N we have
Note the momentum variable of the local part of the kernel is played essentially by the solution B at the point, p = s B( x). The time component A k 0 ( x) will depend on the particular solution of the eikonal equation that gives the directionp =B( x). This dependence arises because the k dependence has been trade off to a B( x) dependence in the change of variables. This is why we write
(3.36)
Notice that A 0 = |A| = | B| on the points of V (recall also (3.14)). Hence π/A 0 (p, x) can also be written as πs/| p|, where now s has to be understood as a function ofp and x. Following the same steps for the kernel M we obtain
Expressions (3.35) and (3.37) have exactly the expected form for a scalar [23] . In coordinate space the expressions are less transparent. N loc is a homogeneous distribution of degree d − 1 which can include a component of the delta function δ d−1 ( x − y ) but more generally contains angle dependent terms of the form
M loc is a homogeneous distribution of degree d + 1 and may contain second derivatives of the delta function as in the local energy density operator, but more generally it also contains angle dependent terms, with the same scaling dimensions d + 1.
To find the local temperatures in terms of A 0 (p, x) we compute the operator form of the local Hamiltonian by inserting these kernels into (2.2). Of course, we only know the leading local structure of the kernels around a point x, and integrating it with the field operators give us an operator expression that is only valid as leading term for high energy localized excitations. In accordance with this, we are using the massless field expression
Computing the modular Hamiltonian (2.2) with M and N as they were given by (3.35) and (3.37) with x , y in all space, we get
, that is, the value of A 0 = |B| on a point x for a solution of the eikonal equations with B at the point x pointing in the direction ofp. We recall that the eikonal equations having a solution (A, B) will also admit (A, −B) as a solution. This just corresponds to the complex conjugate solution of the wave equations. Hence, A 0 (p, x) = A 0 (−p, x) and we get 10
This shows the modular Hamiltonian acts as a thermal state with direction dependent temperature for local excitations. The inverse temperatures are given by
Dirac field
In this subsection, we will apply for the Dirac field the same procedure we used for the scalar field in the previous one. In general terms, the eikonal approximation leads to the same geometric problem in the fermion case, hence we will frequently refer to the results above. However, we will emphasize the differences between the two cases due to the spinor nature of the solutions of (2.36).
We start parameterizing the solutions S(x) as in (3. 5) . Then, clearly, we have the same eikonal equations (3.9) for the function α = a + ib. The first difference between the bosonic and fermionic case, is that the boundary conditions (3.11) must be replaced by
However, since we are interested in the limit of large s (eikonal limit), the factor (−1) in the spinors that leads to the jump π in b in the second expression is a subleading effect as compared to the jump of order s in a, and we can drop the factor π on the b function, recovering the same eikonal equations we obtained for the scalar field.
Eigenfunctions and normalization
As we claim above for the scalar, the solutions of the eikonal problem for the Dirac field analogous to (3.19) are, u
Normalizing these spinors as we did in the previous subsection for the scalar functions, we arrive at
. This relation only determines the norm of the spinor g, and we need another formula to completely determine it. For that, we use that the solution S(x) satisfies the Dirac equation,
The last implication is valid in the eikonal limit in which the derivatives of the exponent α are much greater than the ones of g or the field mass. Equivalently, A 0 plays the role of the energy and B the one of the momentum in plane wave solutions. Since |A 0 | = | B|, the spinor g satisfies the same expression that the spinors of the plane wave solutions of the Dirac massless equation. Here we notice a difference with the scalar case. In the case of the scalar we take s > 0, and in consequence A 0 > 0. However, for the Dirac field s and −s are independent time-reflected solutions, and each will be accompanied with A 0 of the same sign as s, 11 which corresponds to positive and negative energy solutions of the Dirac equation (3.49) .
A basis of spinors {w j ( p)} j=1,..., n 2 ⊂ C n which satisfy the Dirac equation with positive energy
can be chosen such w j † ( p)w j ( p) = 2| p| δ j,j . Then the desired solutions for the spinor g are
where we have used the fact that sgn(s) = sgn(A 0 ). Therefore, on top of the k degeneracy, there is a n/2 spinor degeneracy for each s, which can have two signs.
Local terms in the modular Hamiltonian
Now, we are ready to explicitly calculate the Hamiltonian kernel H( x , y ) replacing (3.45) and (3.51) in (2.50). Doing the same near point approximation ( x = y + ∆ x ) and the same change of variables k ↔ B x as we did for the scalar field, we get
(3.52) Using the identity
we can write equation (3.52) as
Next we apply the same change of integration variables as in (3.34) where we have to take s positive, s → |s|, keeping in mind we have two solutions with opposite signs of s for the same p
Hence, the sum over the two values of s amounts to summing over positive and negative energy solutions of the Dirac Hamiltonian, which we recognize within the brackets in the last expression. The operator expression for the local modular Hamiltonian follows by smearing the kernel H( x , y ) with the field operators as in (2.33). Using the explicit expression of the fields in terms of the creation {a †
This amounts to replace the Dirac Hamiltonian within the brackets in (3.55) by its second-quantized version, Here we see exactly the same result as for a scalar. The local temperature is direction dependent and given by the same formula (3.42).
4 Summary: Universality of local temperatures
Summarizing the results, we have that for an arbitrary region V the local inverse temperatures can be obtained by solving the purely geometric problem given by the eikonal equations (3.13-3.16), (3.17-3.18), for two vector fields A and B on Euclidean space. These equations imply the two vector fields are orthogonal, have equal modulus, and both of them are gradients except for A on ∂V , where it has a magnetic flux-type source along the boundary. This singularity means the circulation of A around ∂V in the positive time direction when crossing V is 2π. Further, A is orthogonal to V and B is parallel to V . The same eikonal solutions in Euclidean space also give the local temperatures for the complementary regionV . On x 0 = 0, x ∈ V , the vector A(x) is purely time-like and future directed, A(x) = 0, A 0 (x) > 0, and the field B(x) is space-like, B 0 (x) = 0. Given a point x ∈ V at x 0 = 0, and a particular directionp, we have to find the eikonal solution with B( x) pointing in this same direction,B( x) =p, and the value of A 0 ( x) = |A( x)| = |B( x)| gives us the temperature as
or the inverse temperature
This result is the same for free scalars and fermions, independently of the mass, pointing to some universality of the local temperatures across different theories. As by its very definition the local temperatures are defined for a regime of large energies we expect the same result would apply to super-normalizable theories as well.
In general the local temperatures are direction dependent; we will see an explicit example in section 6. A general result is that the temperatures in a direction and the opposite one are the same,
This is a technical consequence of the fact that if (A, B) is a solution, (A, −B) is also a solution, and can be traced to time inversion invariance of both the vacuum state and the region V . These imply that the relative entropy between the excitation with momentum p and the vacuum do not change if we invert the momentum. This will not hold for points in the causal development of V outside x 0 = 0. Unfortunately, we do not know of a general method to solve these equations. In the next sections we show some particular analytic solutions. However, these differential and algebraic equations are in principle solvable numerically. In contrast to ordinary eikonal equations for Schroedinger or Maxwell equations, which give place to particle-like trajectories with local action, and hence boil down to ordinary differential equations, in the present case the eikonal equations are much more non local. The solutions cannot be found locally without taking into account boundary conditions imposed in ∂V far away.
These same technical difficulties have impeded us from proving some natural expectations. For example, for any region we expect β(p, x) > 0 to exist and be different from zero for any directionp and point x ∈ V outside ∂V . This points to the existence of sufficiently many solutions of the eikonal equation such that we can fix the direction of the field B at a point,p =B( x). Further, we expect this solution withB( x) fixed to be unique, but this is less obviously necessary. If there would be more than one solution we would have to sum over the different 2π/A 0 (B( x), x) in the modular Hamiltonian to obtain the inverse temperature β. Another necessity is that β(B( x), x) for fixed x andB( x), as a function of the region, has to be increasing under inclusion of regions [23] . This is a consequence of monotonicity of relative entropy.
Conformal transformations
The eikonal equations come from high energy solutions and are independent of mass. Then, they must be covariant under conformal transformations. This allows us to find the solutions in a conformally transformed space from solutions in the original space. To see the rules of transformations is convenient to note that a solution of the massless Klein-Gordon equation will transform with a pre-factor, but this factor will not change the term linear in s in the exponent. Therefore the exponent α = a + ib only undergoes a coordinate transformation.
To see this more explicitly, letx =x(x) be a point transformation between manifolds M andM, with
4)
A and B will transform as vectors,Ã
It is immediate to check using (4.4) that the relationsÃ ·B = 0, |Ã| = |B|, hold in the new space. They are also gradients on the new coordinates and the circulation ofÃ around ∂Ṽ does not change because a is preserved on the two sides of the cut.
Simple solutions
In this section we show some examples of solutions of the eikonal equations that are particularly simple to obtain. In both of these examples however, the local temperatures are direction independent, and given by a contribution proportional to the stress tensor in the modular Hamiltonian.
Two dimensions
In d = 2 we have outside the boundary of the region the equations
These are equivalent to
These are exactly the Cauchy Riemann equations for the function α = a + ib, that implies it is either analytic or anti-analytic. 13 Analyticity is a great help which allows us to solve the problem in full generality. For a region consisting in n disjoint intervals V = ∪ n i=1 (l i , r i ), we need to impose the right boundary conditions (3.10-3.11) on the cut V , and to impose α to be analytic or anti-analytic outside V . Writing z = x 1 + ix 0 , this is solved by the functions (already introduced in (3.2)), Multiplying these functions by an analytic (or anti-analytic) function we obtain another solution of the eikonal equations. However, these functions would contain other singularities or be unbounded at infinity. Hence, α 1 , α 2 , which are the conjugate of one another, form the full space of solutions for α. An example for a single interval is shown in figure 1 . On V the vector B has non-zero component
where the plus (minus) sign corresponds to the solution α 1 (α 2 ). Then, in order to compute the local temperature at a point x 1 ∈ V we have to choose one of the two possible directions for B 1 . This amounts to choose either of the solutions. In the present case both directions give place to the same temperatures since B 1 differ in sign but not in modulus. We have
This is the result quoted in (3.3). It was first obtained in [28] through an exact calculation of the modular Hamiltonian for massless free Dirac fields in d = 2, but regarding the local terms, it also holds for massive free fermions and free massive scalars [23] . As the two temperatures in both directions have to coincide, the local term in H is proportional to the energy density operator T 00 .
Rindler space
In Rindler space (corresponding to V = { x/x 1 > 0}) we have that the exact modular Hamiltonian for any theory is
Hence β( x) = 2πx 1 , independently of direction. However, it is instructive to obtain this result using the eikonal equations.
We take cylindrical coordinates r, θ, x = {x 3 , · · · , x d−1 } with x 1 = r cos(θ), x 0 = r sin(θ). Due to the rotational and translational symmetries of the problem in Euclidean space we take with h (r) = f (r). It follows from |A| = |B| that
If r > | k| −1 we have an imaginary f (r) and B. In that case we could pass the part f (r)r of B to A, but then A would not be normal to V . We see that the solution has a cylindrical domain given by r < | k| −1 and cannot be extended to all space. Physically, this is because for r > | k| −1 , in the eikonal limit s → ∞, the wave solution is exponentially damped with a large s factor in the exponent, and has to be considered zero in this range. This is no impediment to get a solution for any x ∈ V with arbitrary directionB( x).
Taking a point x with θ = 0, x 1 = r on V we have
Note that for fixed x 1 we can take solutions with the two signs in (5.13), and with different k, having | k| ranging from 0 to x −1
1 . In this way we can choose any direction forB( x). There is exactly one solution for each directionB( x) at a point x ∈ V .
14 However, in this particular problem for the Rindler wedge, for any choice of solution we have
independently of the direction ofB( x). Therefore, as expected,
Local temperatures for a wall
In this section we compute explicitly the local temperatures for a region with the form of a wall in d dimensions.
Without loss of generality we set the width L of the wall V to L = 1 in the x 1 direction and unlimited in the other spatial directions, i.e., we take V = {{0,
We will not solve the eikonal equations directly, but instead will first derive further identities for the solutions S of the Klein-Gordon equation that apply to the present case due to the particular symmetries of the problem. We then make the eikonal approximation. The results for the eikonal variables and the local temperatures will be given in terms of solutions of algebraic equations of fourth degree.
By separation of variables we can dimensionally reduce the problem to a massive one in d = 2. For ease of notation we will call x = x 1 , y = x 0 , x = {x 3 , · · · , x d−1 }. We take for the solution of the wave equation S(x, y) e i s k· x , (6.1)
with k = | k|. S satisfies the boundary conditions (2.8) for the two dimensional problem with V given by the interval I = (−1/2, 1/2) of width L = 1. Eq. (6.2) corresponds to a massive field with m = s k, but in contrast to the discussion in section 2, here we are not allow to discard the mass invoking that we are interested in the high energy limit. This is because the momentum in the parallel direction to the wall can be as large as we want, and in particular it can be of the same order as s. To keep track that we are interested in high momentum as well as high s we have defined the two dimensional mass to be s k, where k will be O(1) in the eikonal parameter. Now we make use of the techniques initially developed in [29] to solve the problem of scattering of waves from a metallic strip. These were adapted in [30] to a slightly different version of the present problem where the multiplicative boundary condition on the interval is given by a phase instead of a real factor (that is, a problem with imaginary s). This problem is related to the Renyi entropies of a massive field in an interval. We derive the corresponding equations for the function S in the Appendix B.
For a scalar field of mass m in d = 2 satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation with the multiplicative boundary
supplemented by its conjugate equation
The function C 00 (t) satisfies |C 00 | 2 = d(t) 2 + 1, and the real function d(t) satisfies a non-linear ordinary differential equation of the Painlevé V type,
with boundary conditions
where γ E is the Euler constant, K is the modifyed Bessel function, and ψ the digamma function.
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Here we have to choose
, and hence t = m = s k.
The eikonal limit for the Painlevé equation
We first take the eikonal limit s → ∞ of the solution of the Painlevé equation (6.5) with boundary conditions (6.6-6.7) that determine the coefficients of the equations for S we are going to use. We take the limit of s → ∞, t = mL = m = sk → ∞, keeping k fixed. Then, this is not directly related to the asymptotic limit t → ∞ and s fixed, that describes the boundary condition of the differential equation. The inspection of the solutions in this limit shows there are two regimes. First, for k < 2, the function d, which depends on s and t = sk, converges to a finite value f (k) := lim s→∞ d s (sk), 16 and in consequence its derivatives, 15 The function d is related to the one called u in [30] by the change of variables
, and taking a → −i s in that work. 16 We are writing explicitly the s dependence of d(t) as ds(t). 
For k > 2 instead, the asymptotic solution (6.7) for large t is still valid for large s and t = ks. We have using the asymptotics of the Bessel function [31] an exponentially increasing d s (sk),
It can be checked that this expression (as the one in (6.8) for k < 2) also solves the Painlevé equation at leading order in s for k > 2. With this behaviour all derivatives are of the same order, and we have
Eikonal limit for the equations of S(z) and angle dependent temperatures
Now we apply the eikonal limit to the equations for S andS (6.3-6.4). Both S andS will have a component proportional e α and another one proportional to e α * . In the large s limit these two components have to satisfy the equations (6.3-6.4) independently because the different large phases cannot be coherent in any small region. Hence, we can replace S by g 1 e α andS by g 2 e α , where g 1 , g 2 are slowly varying functions of the position. We then set
10)
where 12) are two complex numbers with the information of the x, y components of A and B. We also have A = 0, B = k. Replacing this into (6.3-6.4), and expanding to the leading order in s, and get two complex algebraic equations linear in S andS. The determinant of this system of linear equations must vanish and this gives a complex equation for X and Y . This is supplemented by the Klein-Gordon equation 13) to give the complete solution for the vectors A and B.
As explained above, there are two regimes for the large s expansion of the coefficients of the equations. 
k>2
For k > 2, taking into account (6.9), we get
This, supplemented with (6.13), give us four solutions for each point (x, y). Two of them are purely real and have to be discarded. Another duplication corresponds to complex conjugated solutions, B → − B. There are complex solutions only for
, that is, inside two circles of radius k −1 around the two end-points of the interval. This is analogous to the case of the Rindler space. In fact, the solutions inside these circles exactly coincide with Rindler solutions. The contours for a, b are illustrated in the figure 2.
This situation can be easily understood. The Rindler solutions around each interval end-point has domain restricted to a radius k −1 (see section 5.2). For k > 2, which represents a high enough mass or parallel momentum, these Rindler solutions do not overlap, the respective domains do not reach to the mid-point of the interval at the origin. Hence, these are genuine solutions of the eikonal problem on the wall. This will change for k < 2 where the Rindler solutions have a non zero overlap.
Computing the solutions on y = 0 on the interval gives for the non zero components
This gives Rindler-like inverse temperatures 2π/A y independent of k, and hence independent of angle in the plane of the wall, but in contrast to the Rindler case, this situation is valid for a restricted range of angles. Let us compute the angle θ ∈ (0, π) from the positive direction of the x axes,
The solution with k > 2, having Rindler-like temperatures, is restricted to the range That is, this solution holds for directions that are enough away from the x axes. A contour plot of β(x, θ) showing the range of the solution is shown in figure 4 . Moreover in figure 5 we show the temperature in the region outside the strip, in particular we plot the x > 1/2 zone but the same behaviour is obtained in the reflected x < −1/2 region.
k<2
For k < 2 we do the same calculation but use (6.8) for the limit of the coefficients in the equations for S and S. The result is the equation
This equation is again quadratic on X and Y , but in contrast to (6.14) , it depends on k. To complete the system of equations we must also use eq. (6.13) . Combining these equations a quartic equation can be obtained for X or Y alone. We again have four solutions, two of which are always real and the other two are related to each other by complex conjugation. It can be checked that the vectors A, B, defined by this system through (6.12) are indeed gradients and the system provides a non trivial solution of the eikonal equations. The solutions of the quartic equations can be treated numerically. We show an example of the orthogonal coordinate system a, b for k = 1/2 in figure 3 . We see the range of the solution extends further than the case k > 2, but it is again limited to certain bounded region of the plane containing the end points of the intervals. In the limit of k → 0 we get the massless case shown in figure 1. In this limit the range extends to the full plane.
On the interval at y = 0 the solutions are
21) 22) and are valid in the range − Written in term of the angle, we have the following expression for β = (2π)/A y ,
This is valid exactly where the solutions for k > 2 are not, that is,
We see the temperatures are angle dependent for a fix x. A contour plot of the function β(x, θ) is shown in figure 4 . The two regimes k > 2, k < 2, separated by a dashed curve. Even if there is a "phase transition" in the solution, β(x, θ) and its first derivative are continuous at the transition point (while the second derivatives are not). A contour plot for β(x, θ) for the exterior regionV given by |x| > 1/2 is shown in figure 5 (only the part x > 1/2 is plotted).
For angle θ = 0 the temperatures are given by the d = 2, zero mass, solution, β = 2π(1/4 − x 2 ). For angle θ = π/2 the solution with k > 2 applies for all x, and the temperatures are like Rindler temperatures corresponding to the plane that is nearer to x. For intermediate angles β lies within these two curves, see figure 6 . This is in accordance with the monotonicity property of relative entropy. This property implies that β(x, θ) for fixed x, θ has to increase if the region is increased. Hence all β of the wall have to be less than the ones of a Rindler half-space including the wall and with boundary coinciding with one of boundaries of the wall. This bound is saturated for angle π/2. On the other hand, the wall contains a sphere of diameter L = 1, and β for the sphere is the same as the one for a d = 2 interval. This lower bound is saturated here for angle θ = 0. A wall will also contain smaller walls. The corresponding inequality is satisfied because of the property of convexity of the curves shown in figure 6.
Final remarks
We have calculated from first principles the relative entropy of a localized high energy excitation and the vacuum state in a region V for free fields. The result is given in terms of a particular geometric problem involving two orthogonal gradient vector fields of the same modulus sourced at the boundary ∂V of the region. The result is the same for scalars and fermions, and it implies the relative entropy is proportional to the excitation energy. The coefficient is an inverse temperature that is generally direction dependent. We computed these temperatures explicitly for the geometry of a wall.
One could wonder the reason for the proportionality of relative entropy and energy for localized excitations. This proportionality holds even if the local terms in H are not given exclusively by the energy density operator in the general case. As explained in [23] this is a consequence of the Rindler result plus relative entropy monotonicity. In the Rindler case one can trace this proportionality to the fact that the modular Hamiltonian is a space-time symmetry and the symmetry generator is linear in the energy density operator. In the general case, if we forget about monotonicity and interrogate our explicit calculations, we see the origin of linearity with energy in the fact that even if there is no rotational symmetry in Euclidean space the only source of the local terms in the modular Hamiltonian are the vectors A, B that have a geometric origin. Being gradients of a phase, have specific dimension 1. These can be thought of as momentum variables generated by the "rotational" source located at ∂V .
The eikonal equations are a certain extension to higher dimensions of the holomorphicity property that holds in d = 2. It would be interesting to understand these equations better from the mathematical point of view. In particular, there should be a way to prove the monotonicity of β(p, x) with the size of V that must hold because of the relation with relative entropy. We would also like to understand how to solve these equations in more general cases. There are interesting properties of these equations such as that if α is a solution, f (α), with f an analytic function, is also a solution (locally). However, this is not enough to produce new interesting solutions to the present problem. The equations are local in nature but the solutions depend strongly on the boundary conditions far away. One might be inclined to think there should be some higher dimensional analogous to the Cauchy integral formula that gives the general solution in d = 2. That would allow to get the solution from the boundary conditions directly.
Another open question is how these results modify for interacting theories. Since the local temperatures are by definition a property of the high energy limit, it is reasonable to think the problem will not be modified for theories with free UV fix point, specially super-renormalizable theories. This points towards a universality of the local temperatures. For theories interacting in the UV the situation is much less clear. In this sense, it would be interesting to understand if there is a simple way to compute these temperatures for holographic theories.
A Uniqueness of the solutions given the behaviour at ∂V
In this Appendix, we show the solution of the wave equation with multiplicative boundary conditions on the cut V is uniquely determined by its boundary behaviour on ∂V . We will treat the case of a scalar, but analogous results hold for the Dirac field.
In order to show this, let us consider a Green function G(x, y) satisfying the boundary conditions of the problem,
The Green function will not be unique owing to the existence of solutions of the homogeneous wave equation with the same boundary conditions. 17 However, in the following we just need any Green function for the problem. Note (A.2) has a factor e 2πs opposite to the one in (2.8) and (2.25). Consider the current J
This differ to the current in (2.12) in that now, the Green function satisfies the multiplicative boundary conditions. We have
We integrate this equation on M and notice that due to the opposite factors in the boundary conditions for S(y) and G(x, y) the current is continuous across the cut and there is no boundary value coming from V . However, we still have a contribution on ∂V , where the current is singular. Taking a thin tube-like surface δV of width around ∂V we have
where η µ (y) is the outward pointing unit vector normal to ∂V . This shows the full solution S(x) is determined by the values in the limit x → ∂V . To see this more explicitly, we take local coordinates y , z,z near a point of ∂V , where y describes the coordinates along ∂V and the two dimensional complex coordinates z,z the directions perpendicular to it. The leading terms in the solutions for G(x, y) and S(y) must have the following general form near a point y ∈ ∂V (|z|, |z| 1)
Then we get from (A.7)
This shows explicitly how the solution is determined by the asymptotic values on ∂V . However, the functions V 1 and V 2 are not independent. The solutions are parametrized by only one function of the boundary instead. To see this we can take another solutionS of the problem corresponding to the opposite value −s, with asymptotic behaviourS
We have, following the above steps but for the current generated by S andS,
Once all these relations are satisfied, (A.10) gives a unique solution given the boundary asymptotic values for S since the ambiguities on the Green function are due to additions of homogeneous solutions that do not contribute to this formula owing to (A.12).
In particular, the time reflected, conjugated functionS(x) = S * (−x 0 , x) is a solution of the problem with parameter −s. The asymptotic behaviour follows from (A.9) by replacing z ↔z and taking complex conjugates:
Then for any solution S we have the self-consistency relation for the asymptotic values
B Massive scalar with boundary conditions on an interval
In this Appendix we find linear partial differential equations of first order for the functions S(x) giving the eigenvectors of the correlator kernels for a massive scalar in an interval in d = 2. The constant coefficients appearing in these equations are given in terms of solutions of Painlevé V equations. The methods we use are an adaptation of the ones in [29, 30] . The main difference of these works with the present case is that here the factor in the boundary condition is real (2.8), instead of a phase as in [30] . When the factor is a phase there are no solutions bounded on the cut, while there are exactly two solutions for a real factor.
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We take an interval [L 1 , L 2 ] with length L = L 2 − L 1 . We write the solution S (x, y, L 1 , L 2 , m, s) in complex coordinates as S (z,z, L 1 , L 2 , m, s) := S (z). As shown in Appendix A, for each s there are exactly two solutions of (2.7) and (2.8) for an interval. These are complex conjugate of each other, S(z),S(z). Because S is bounded near L 1 , and solves the Klein-Gordon equation and boundary conditions, it must have an asymptotic expansion of the form
where the coefficients are functions of L, s, and m. We will write A k,n (L) and B k,n (L). We will only need this expansion up to quadratic terms. For convenience, since we have exactly two independent solutions conjugated to each other, we can choose A 00 = 1 , B 00 = 0 , (B 2) which is the solution asymptotically analytic at L 1 . In ConsequenceS hasĀ 00 = 0,B 00 = 1 (we write A * 00
for the complex conjugate andĀ 00 for the quantity belonging to the conjugated solution). The Helmholtz (Euclidean Klein-Gordon) equation for S implies relations for the coefficients. In particular we have A 01 = A 02 = 0, B 11 = B 10 = B 20 = 0, and
We have a similar expression for the expansion of S near L 2 
B.1 Equations for S (z) and the coefficients
A partial derivative ∂ L1 S also obeys the wave equation and boundary condition, except that it is now unbounded at L 1 . This divergence can be compensated by adding derivatives of S andS with respect to z, to obtain a bounded function. This must then be a linear combination of S andS by the uniqueness of the solutions. The coefficients on these combinations can be adjusted to be the same at leading order near In the same line, one can notice a rotation operator around the point L 1 Using again the same argument, we note that the function S(z), reflected around the mid-point of the interval, D 00 is purely imaginary, and d(t) real. Combining all equations we get that the function d(t) satisfies the non-linear ordinary differential equation (6.5) of the Painlevé V type quoted in section 6. As explained in [26] the boundary condition for small t (which corresponds to small mass) can be obtained by using (2.15) with the massless solution and the Green function in the limit of small mass. The boundary condition for large t follows from the Painlevé connection formulae [32] . In this way we get the equations (6.6) and (6.7) in section 6.
The algebraic and differential equations determine all variables in terms of d(t), d (t), and C 00 (t). In particular, the equation (B.11) takes the form quoted in (6.3).
